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QUESTION 1

What does "restoreConfig" do? 

A. It fixes a corrupted node based on the Deployment Manager settings. 

B. It fixes a corrupted cell based on the Deployment Manager settings. 

C. It returns the state of the server to its initial newly installed settings. 

D. It replaces the current configuration settings with a previously backed-up copy. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the WSDL elements shown by the arrows. 

A. Message part, port, port type 

B. Endpoint, interface, message part 

C. Port, operation, response message 

D. Port type, response element, service 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is TRUE? 

A. Returning true from the handle Message() method tells the JAX-WS runtime that processing of the handler chain
should end. 

B. Returning true from the handle Message() method tells the JAX-WS runtime that processing should move to the next
handler in the chain 

C. The handle Message() method should be replaced by handle Request() andhandleResponse() methods for a JAX-
WS runtime 

D. The signature of handle Message should be public void handle Message(LogicalMessageContext context) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A media company would like to provide an online Web service to encode video in a different format for a fee. The
encoding could take hours or days to finish based on the length of the video. The client machine may be restarted after
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submitting the request and should be able to receive the encoded video. Web services client implementation: 

1) Asynchronous invocation 2) Wire level asynchronous invocation 3) Using two one way messages, one for request
and one for response Quality of service: a) WS-Reliable Messaging b) WS-Reliable Messaging with Transaction
enabled (enableTransactionalOneWay) 

What is the correct way to call the Web service including the qualities of service? 

A. (1) with (a) 

B. (1) with (b) 

C. (2) with (a) 

D. (2) with (b) 

E. (3) with (a) 

F. (3) with (b) 

Correct Answer: F 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is creating a JAX-WS Web service. The Web service will be used to sendcheque image file 

from the provider to the requestor. Given the following extract: 

@MTOM(enabled=true, threshold=50) 

@Web Service(name="Image Service", 

target Namespace="http://com.test.ImageService") 

public class Image Provider { 

What does the threshold parameter indicate? 

A. The minimum number of attachments that can be sent in the message 

B. The maximum number of attachments that can be sent in the message 

C. The maximum size in bytes for each attachment to be sent using MTOM. 

D. The minimum size in bytes for each attachment before MTOM is used. Smaller attachments will use base64 inline
encoding. 

E. The maximum size in bytes for each attachment before MTOM streams to disk. Smaller attachments will keep the
attachment in-memory. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6
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Which of the following are TRUE statements about the WS-I Basic Security Profile (BSP)? 

A. BSP focuses on both SOAP-level constructs as well as TLS and SSL 

B. BSP only focuses on SOAP-level constructs and does not reference TLS and SSL 

C. BSP V1.0 focuses on WS-Security features while BSP V1.1 focuses on adding in other standards which use WS-
Security such as WS-Secure Conversation and WS-Trust 

D. BSP V1.0 focuses on WS-Security V1.0 features while BSP V1.1 focuses on WS- Security V1.1 features such as
encrypted headers, signature confirmation, and thumbprint references 

E. BSP V1.0 focuses on the following binary security tokens: Username Token, X.509 Certificate Token, and REL
Token. BSP V1.1 adds support for Kerberos Token and SAML Token (as well as the prior tokens in BSP V1.0) 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer is using the Web container programming model as per JSR109. Which statement regarding the Service
Implementation Bean is true? 

A. The class can be final 

B. The class must define finalize() method 

C. The class must have a default public constructor 

D. The class can save client specific state across method calls using instance variables 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A developer using WebSphere Application Server Developer Tools wants to create a webproject that will contain
servlets and JSP files. The developer opens the New Web Projectwizard using File > New > Web Project menu item. 

What should the developer do in the New Web Projectwizard to accomplish this? 

A. Select the Web 2.0 Project template. 

B. Select the Simple Project template, and select Java EE in the Programming Modelsection. 

C. Select the Simple Project template, and select Client-side only in the ProgrammingModel section. 

D. Select the Simple Project template, and add theServletsandJSPfacets using theChange Features button. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9
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A developer has created a Liberty server in WebSphere Application Server Developer Tools forEclipse. 

How can the developer start the Liberty server fromthe Servers view using a JRE different fromthe default JRE? 

A. Open the Runtime Explorer view, select the runtime and click the Properties contextsensitive menu item. Change the
JRE setting under the Server category in theProperties dialog. 

B. Open the Server Configuration editor by double clicking the server configuration in the Servers view, add a JVM
configuration element and specify the JRE location in theLocation field. 

C. Open the Server editor by double clicking the server in the Servers view, selectthe Runtime Environments link and
change the JRE setting in the Liberty ProfileRuntime Environment dialog. 

D. Open the Server Configuration editor by double clicking the server configuration in theServers view, add a Variable
configuration element with the Name field set tojava.homeand the Value field set to the location of the JRE. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a supported method for validating WS-I compliance using IBM Rational Application Developer
V7.5? 

A. Use the TCP/IP Monitor to save and review the WS-I message log 

B. Use the Web Services Explorer to load the Web service and select Validate Service 

C. Use the Universal Test Client (UTC) to invoke the Web service and view the response source 

D. Use the Profiling tools to profile the execution of the Web service and define a Watch for the SOAP messages 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An online retailer would like to expand the supply chain Web service application by adding new third party suppliers.
Some of the key non-functional requirements include: support for vendor interoperability, loose coupling, long running
processes, and to coordinate the order fulfillment across multiple suppliers. The application logic needs to be able to
adjust the business processes to accommodate the success or failure of downstream suppliers being able to satisfy the
request. 

Which of the following quality of service standards should be used for the Web services? 

A. WS-Activity Session 

B. WS-Business Activity 

C. WS-Reliable Messaging 

D. WS-Atomic Transaction 

E. WS-Business Transaction 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A developer uses the Web service client wizard in IBM Rational Application Developer. What will be different in the
generated artifacts? 

A. Additional methods will be generated to invoke the Web service. 

B. A JAX-RPC handler is created to handle the response from the Web service. 

C. The ibm_webserviceclient_bnd.xmi file specify that the invocation is asynchronous. 

D. There is no change in the generated artifacts, only the methods called from the actual client will vary. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

An RPC/encoded Web service experiences poor performance at high message volumes. 

What can a developer do to improve this performance? 

A. Turn off marshalling 

B. Use binary encoding 

C. Use RPC/literal encoding 

D. Use document/literal encoding 

E. Redesign to use more granular messaging 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following methods are supported for sharing session information among the servers in a clustered
environment? 

A. Database persistence 

B. File system persistence 

C. Cache-to-Cache session state replication 

D. Memory-to-Memory session state replication 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 15

A developer using WebSphere Application Server Developer Tools has written a webapplication that is shared by
multiple EAR projects. 

Which statement is true if the developer deletes the web application? 

A. All the references to the Web application are removed from the EAR projects bydefault. 

B. The developer must remove the references to theweb application from all the EARprojects before deleting the web
application. 

C. All the references to the Web application are removed from the EAR projects only ifnone of the projects are deployed
to aLiberty server. 

D. All the references to the Web application are removed from the EAR, but only if the userselects to do that in the
Delete Resources confirmation dialog. 

Correct Answer: A 
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